Living Divani @ 3daysofdesign 2021 with Fiorini Trading
Living Divani takes part in 3daysofdesign 2021, the annual event that, from September
16th to 18th, brings together architects, designers and design enthusiasts from all over
the world in Copenhagen, to experience new lifestyles as well as to learn about the
novelties proposed by the main players in the Danish design scene. For this occasion,
in fact, Fiorini Trading showroom presents a wide and representative selection of the
Living Divani’s novelties 2021. First of all the Sumo family, here proposed in the sofa
variant featuring a straight base and a reclining backrest, together with the bench: a
skilful mix of refined fabrics, charming finishings, in a world of tactile suggestions where
tailoring is the real protagonist. The Lemni armchair by Marco Lavit offers then an
unexpected refuge of refinement that captures for its light aesthetic. Suspended seat in
saddle leather, balanced on a metal structure in black painted tubular steel, it traces a
design in the air welcoming also the backrest roll cushion. Finally, the Moon project by
Mist-o is resumed and expanded to experiment new expressive and use possibilities. Its
pure shape in curved wood, which opens like a chest to reveal storage spaces, is
proposed in 3 new variants: Moon Eclipse is a double volume that combines a low and
wide cylinder, which acts as a perfect tabletop, with a satellite container that can be
opened, on one side only, and equipped with a swivel and removable insert, designed
for storing bottles and glasses. Moon Satellite is a taller multifunctional container on
wheels, which can be used as a bedside table, coffee table or portable desk drawer. It is
divided in a lower compartment ideal for storing books and magazines, and an upper
compartment that can be used as a pocket emptier and accessory holder. Finally Full
Moon, a low and wide volume, with an upper hinged opening which, thanks to a swivel
and extractable insert, offers an extremely capacious hidden storage space organized
on different levels.
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